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hey guys, i'm stuck on a problem that i can't seem to fix. i've been trying to install some games onto my laptop and i get "unarc.dll error". i've tried updating my drivers, updating my windows, and even uninstalling and reinstalling the
software, but i get the same error. i've tried to play around with the registry and i've tried installing a new sandboxie, but it doesn't work. i can't find anything on the net that can help me. please help, thanks! i've tried all methods of fixing
this, but i'm stuck at this point. i've tried uninstalling and re-installing the sandbox, but it didn't solve the problem. i uninstalled and re-installed the windows update, but that didn't solve the problem. i tried enabling and disabling the
sandboxie, but that didn't solve the problem. i can't even install anything from the store, but whenever i attempt to install anything, i get an error about the unarc. i have encountered an error with the unarc.dll on a computer that had not
been updated for several months. the unarc.dll was loaded correctly, and the error occurred when the.net framework was not installed. i have a problem with the unarc.dll and isdone.dll. when i try to install a game installation (namely ace
combat 7 skies unknown 1.0.1 (monkey repack) [fitgirl repack]), it says: missing or corrupted.net framework and i do not know how to solve it. thanks in advance i'm running into a problem with a few unarc.dll files. i'm using windows 8.1 and
whenever i try to install a game setup file (namely ace combat 7 skies unknown 1.0.1 (monkey repack) [fitgirl repack]), i get a message saying that the.net framework is missing or corrupt. is there any way to fix this? i've already run the
command prompt as an admin and reinstalled the.net framework and still nothing.
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The Unarc.dll library file can be a problem because it is part of InnoSetup. Thus, if it can not be found, InnoSetup can not run, which in turn will prevent its installation from being successful. In the process of the installation or a subsequent
update, the InnoSetup Unarc.dll error can appear. The best method to avoid an error message is to use a sandboxed application such as Sandboxie. Because Sandboxie is a Windows application, it's a good idea to make it the default browser
in Windows. However, if you can not use it, the InnoSetup Unarc.dll error still occurs. The error message is displayed if the unarc.dll file is missing, cannot be found or cannot be loaded. The error prevents the setup process from completing

installation. The causes of InnoSetup Unarc.dll error are: install.dat is only an extract of the original install. It can be installed on a PC where the game is installed without isdone.dll and unarc.dll. This PC is free of antivirus.reinstall the game on
this PC; isdone.dll is not a match on the computer and unarc.dll is not a match either. here is a fix for all this errors:isDone.dll: an error occured when unpacking! unarc.dll returned to error code -1 ERROR: archive data corrupted

(decompression fails).instructions to solve: use the same procedure to fix these errors:Install.dat is only an extract of the original install. It can be installed on a PC where the game is installed without isdone.dll and unarc.dll. This PC is free of
antivirus.unzip the files from the second step to install.dat. Save this file in a folder that you can have or you can unzip it on another PC. 5ec8ef588b
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